
SIMPL is as SIMPL does

 Messenger
The low-priced, small-footprint Rasp Pi and the open source, compact SIMPL 

messaging toolkit are a natural fit for application developers. By Bob Findlay

The Raspberry Pi can be programmed in 
any number of languages. As a developer, 
you may want your application to have the 
speed and efficiency of C with the ease of 
coding and extensive libraries that the popu-
lar Raspberry Pi language Python sports. 

The SIMPL toolkit allows modules to be 
written in any of the supported languages, 
including C, C++, Python, Java, Tcl/ Tk, or 
PHP. These modules can be mixed in any 

As a developer of Raspberry Pi ap-
plications, you will want your 
code to be modular. This is espe-
cially true as your Raspberry Pi 

applications become more sophisticated and 
complex. Encapsulation, for ease of testing 
algorithms and modules, is a big asset in any 
toolkit. The SIMPL toolkit encourages encap-
sulated modular design and greatly facilitates 
testing.
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given SIMPL application. A Raspberry Pi de-
veloper using the SIMPL toolkit has the flexi-
bility to use Python where it fits best and C 
where speed is needed. If you want to con-
nect your Raspberry Pi seamlessly to the 
cloud or to a deeply embedded device such 
as the Arduino, then the SIMPL toolkit can 
make that transparent and easy.

In this article, I’ll introduce the SIMPL 
toolkit, guide you through the installation on 
your Raspberry Pi, and work through some 
illustrative examples.

SIMPL APPLIcAtIonS
A SIMPL application consists of two or more 
SIMPL modules connected by a messaging 
channel. Each SIMPL module is a separate 
Linux process. The messaging channel is a 
block of shared memory moderated by a 
named FIFO. The namespace associated with 
these FIFOs is called the SIMPL sandbox.

The SIMPL toolkit is programming lan-
guage agnostic. The SIMPL toolkit exposes 
several compact, shared libraries that enable 
the creation of modular, highly encapsulated, 
and network-transparent SIMPL applications. 
The core SIMPL library is written in C, and 
the code is open sourced under the LGPL li-
cense. Other SIMPL libraries are available for 
Python, Java, and Tcl/ Tk.

SIMPL is efficient. The toolkit API is as 
easy as it gets. Most applications require a 
subset of only five functions:
•	 name_attach
•	 name_locate
•	 Send
•	 Receive
•	 Reply
The SIMPL shared libraries are correspond-
ingly tiny.

SIMPL is network transparent. These 
SIMPL modules can be distributed across one 
or more Raspberry Pis or into the cloud to 
form a seamless application. All of the re-
quired networking code is fully encapsulated 
in generic network surrogates that come with 
the SIMPL download. These surrogates allow 
the Raspberry Pi developer to focus solely on 
the business logic of the application and not 
worry about any networking details. In fact, 
most modules can be written and tested on a 
Raspberry Pi and then deployed on the net-
work without change.

SIMPL is OS and device friendly. One of 
the surrogates that comes with the SIMPL 
download encapsulates a particular TCP/ IP 
protocol [1] that is suitable for communicat-
ing with non-Linux operating systems or 
deeply embedded devices such as the Ardu-

ino. This means an Arduino algorithm can be 
made to appear as a local SIMPL module on 
the Raspberry Pi, greatly simplifying the in-
terface between the Raspberry Pi and the Ar-
duino algorithm.

MeSSAgIng
Send/ Receive/ Reply messaging is not a new 
idea (see the “Background” box). QNX [2] 
has offered this capability at the core of its 
OS since the early 1980s. Moreover, you need 
not consider interprocess messages to under-
stand what is meant by Send/ Receive/ Reply. 
In fact, every function call can be thought of 
as a special case of Send/ Receive/ Reply. 
When a mainline section of code encounters 
a function call, parameters (analog of the 
message) are pushed onto a section of mem-
ory called a stack, and execution is trans-
ferred to the first line of the function.

Another way to think of this is that the 
function is blocked, waiting to be called. The 
mainline code blocks when the function call 
is made and waits for the response (analog to 
the reply message) from the function. This 
response in turn unblocks the mainline code, 
which continues executing at the next state-
ment after the function call.

To a SIMPL module, a message is a contig-
uous block of bytes in shared memory. 
SIMPL imposes no protocol or structure on 
this message. However, to be useful, the de-
velopers of the sender and receiver modules 
must agree on the message’s internal struc-
ture. In a typical SIMPL project, a significant 
portion of the design effort has nothing to do 
with SIMPL per se but is related to the design 
of this message structure.

Many message structuring protocols have 
been used in SIMPL applications, ranging 
from basic text strings to complicated XML 
formats. One of the earliest (and still one of 
my favorite) protocols is called binary token-
ized messaging. Binary tokenized messages 
are very compact, efficient to encode and de-
code, and extremely extendable. In this arti-
cle, I will be using binary tokenized messag-
ing in all the examples.

It is important to reiterate that SIMPL does 
not impose binary tokenized or any other 
structure on the SIMPL message. The SIMPL 
core library only looks after routing the con-
tiguous block of bytes to the correct destina-
tion and synchronizing the message pass.

In a SIMPL message pass, the following se-
quence occurs:
1. The receiver module attaches a name to a 

communication channel and blocks, wait-
ing for a message to arrive.
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In any case, you want to place this script in 
the /tmp directory. Anything you do or put 
into /tmp disappears on reboot. The self-in-
stalling archive will undo everything in place 
to allow you to test your configuration safely 
before deciding to make the SIMPL install 
permanent.

Next, you want to open up a console or 
terminal window pointing at this /tmp loca-
tion. On my system, I use ssh from my Linux 
box to open up a terminal window on my 
Raspberry Pi. From this terminal window, 
you want to verify that you have the correct 
package with:

cksum pythonraspibin.sh

The script portion of this archive will not 
download with execute permission. You’ll 
want to change this by giving the script exe-
cution permissions for your user ID:

chmod u+x pythonraspibin.sh

I prefer to have the present working directory 
(the so-called “.” directory) in my PATH so 
that I can execute a script by typing its name 
directly rather than prepending it with ./. To 
do this, type:

export PATH=$PATH:.

Now you can simply run the self-installing 
archive script as pythonraspibin.sh. After 
answering the prompts, in a few minutes you 
should have an operational Python-SIMPL 
install.

The install script will give you the option 
to make this SIMPL install permanent. I 
placed mine at /home/pi so that everything 
SIMPL related will be at /home/pi/simpl.

Once you have exited from the install 
script, you need to do a couple of housekeep-
ing chores to solidify your install and make 
the C-SIMPL shared library operational.

To begin, add the script code block in List-
ing 1 to your .profile hidden file, which re-
sides at your home directory. In my case, it is 
at /home/pi/.profile.

This block creates an environment variable 
called SIMPL_HOME that serves as a convenient 
marker for the location of the SIMPL code 
tree. The SIMPL toolkit uses FIFOs to syn-
chronize messages. 

These FIFOs are collected into a single di-
rectory (called the SIMPL sandbox) defined 
by another environment variable, FIFO_
PATH. The default is to locate this in /tmp/
simplfifo.

2. The sender module locates and opens the 
communication channel to the receiver.

3. The sender composes and encodes the 
message.

4. The sender transmits the message to the 
receiver and blocks, waiting for a reply.

5. The receiver unblocks and reads in the 
message.

6. The receiver decodes the incoming mes-
sage and executes an algorithm to generate 
a reply message.

7. The receiver encodes this response and 
transmits the reply back to the sender.

8. The receiver blocks for a new message.
9. The sender unblocks and processes the re-

sponse message.
Every SIMPL message pass involves these 
steps. Like the function call, a SIMPL message 
pass is synchronous and deterministic. As 
such, even a complex SIMPL application will 
always follow a predictable execution path. 
The synchronous messaging characteristics 
are exploited to create the network transport 
surrogates so central to the SIMPL toolkit.

Deterministic behavior is very desirable in 
a software application. SIMPL applications 
will remain deterministic regardless of how 
the modules are distributed on the network. 
Performance between a local distribution 
and a wide distribution will differ, but the se-
quence of execution will always remain pre-
dictable. This feature cannot be overempha-
sized as your Raspberry Pi applications grow 
in complexity.

InStALLIng the SIMPL 
tooLkIt
The SIMPL toolkit has historically been dis-
tributed as a source package. Many SIMPL de-
velopers still prefer to build everything from 
scratch. On my Rasp Pi, the SIMPL toolkit 
takes about 90 seconds to compile from 
source. However, to simplify things for the de-
veloper, a prepared, prebuilt package contains 
both the C and the Python shared libraries, 
avoiding the dependency on the Python 
source headers [5] needed for the Python-
SIMPL shared library to compile from source.

The prebuilt package for the Raspberry Pi 
developer can be downloaded from the 
SIMPL website [6]. It comes in the form of a 
self-installing archive called pythonraspibin.
sh, which is what you want to download to 
your Raspberry Pi. 

On my setup, I first downloaded this file to 
my Linux box and then used scp to copy it 
over to my Rasp Pi. If your Rasp Pi is config-
ured with a keyboard and monitor, you can 
do this download directly.

In the late 1990s, a group of 
QNX [2] developers, including 
me, got together for the purpose 
of recreating QNX-style Send/ 
Receive/ Reply messaging for 
Linux. The Synchronous Inter-
process Messaging Project for 
Linux (SIMPL) open source proj-
ect [3] was born.

The code at the core of the 
SIMPL toolkit was issued under 
the liberal LGPL[4] licence. As 
such, it has always been avail-
able for inclusion in the widest 
possible variety of projects. 
Being open source, all of the 
source code at the core of SIMPL 
has always been open for in-
spection and customization.

Since its beginnings more than 
15 years ago, the SIMPL toolkit’s 
capabilities have expanded 
steadily. Early SIMPL developers 
were restricted to creating 
SIMPL modules in the native 
language of the toolkit: C. Lots 
of SIMPL applications are still 
written in C. Over the years, 
shared libraries were created to 
expand the programming reach 
to include C++, Python, Java, 
Tcl/ Tk, and PHP.

More importantly, because the 
only interface between two 
SIMPL modules is a contiguous 
block of bytes in shared mem-
ory, individual modules in a 
given SIMPL application can be 
written in different languages 
(e.g., a Python module can eas-
ily connect and communicate 
with a module written in C).

Early SIMPL applications were 
restricted to running on a single 
network node. A lot of effort 
early on in the SIMPL project 
was devoted to creating and 
perfecting the SIMPL TCP/ IP net-
work surrogates. Today, SIMPL 
supports two network transmis-
sion protocols: TCP/ IP and 
RS232. A properly designed 
SIMPL module can be unit 
tested locally against communi-
cation partner stubs and then 
deployed on a wide area net-
work without change.

Background
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The SIMPL toolkit comes with several util-
ity functions and surrogates, which are lo-
cated in $SIMPL_HOME/bin. It also comes with 
several utility scripts located in $SIMPL_HOME/
scripts, so it is convenient to append these 
locations to the PATH environment variable.

The last line in Listing 1 locates the Py-
thon-SIMPL shared library, so it can be found 
from an import line in your Python scripts.

After you have added this block to your .
profile, you need to open a new console 
window for these variables to take effect. A 
quick test to see whether your new block 
works is to type:

echo $SIMPL_HOME

It should return with the path to your SIMPL 
tree.

The next thing you need to do is activate 
your new C-SIMPL shared library. This is a 
privileged exercise, so you need to use sudo 
in front of your commands to give yourself 
root/ admin permissions. Beforehand, you 
need to use your favorite text editor to create 
a file called /etc/ld.so.conf.d/simpl.conf. 
Into that file you add a single line pointing to 
your SIMPL tree’s lib subdirectory. In my 
case, it is /home/pi/simpl/lib.

Finally, you need to let your shared library 
manager know that these new libraries are 
installed. For this you type:

sudo ldconfig

At this point, you should have a fully opera-
tional SIMPL install.

trIvIAL SIMPL APPLIcAtIon
You are now ready to create your first SIMPL 
application on the Raspberry Pi. Schemati-
cally, it will look like Figure 1.

This application takes three integers and 
sums them. The design consists of two mod-
ules. The sender module presents a com-
mand-line user interface asking for those 
three integers and displays the resulting sum. 
Python is a good language for this kind of 
task, so the sender module will be written in 
Python 3. The receiver module will contain 
the summing algorithm business logic. To il-
lustrate a mixed-language SIMPL application, 
the receiver module will be written in C.

The two modules will be connected to-
gether by a SIMPL communication channel. 
The SIMPL message design consists of four 
integers – token, var1, var2, and var3 – and 
will be transmitted in binary form (i.e., it will 
be a binary tokenized message). The token 
for doing a sum will be set to 10.

First, examine the receiver C code shown 
in Listing 2. Note that this receiver.c has 
only three SIMPL API calls: name_attach() 
(line 35), as in:

if (name_attach(me, NULL) == ‑1)

Receive() (line 44), as in:

n = Receive(&sender, inmem, 1024);

and Reply() (line 79), as in:

Reply(sender, outmem, 1024);

The algorithm for summing the numbers is 
nicely encapsulated inside the case 10 state-
ment (lines 57-71, i.e., token has the value 
10). Also note the efficient encoding and de-
coding of the binary tokenized messages 
through the use of C pointers, which is why 
this kind of messaging is popular with SIMPL 
developers using C.

To compile this receiver code, you also 
need a Makefile in the same directory as 
receiver.c (Listing 3). Recall in Makefiles 
that the cc and rm rule lines must be in-
dented by a Tab and not by spaces.

To build receiver.c, you simply type make. 
This should result in an executable file called 
receiver in the same directory. This is your 
very first SIMPL module! To run this module 
as a background process and examine your 
SIMPL sandbox to see whether the module is 
running successfully, type:

01  export SIMPL_HOME=/home/pi/simpl

02  if [ ‑z $FIFO_PATH ]

03  then

04      if [ ! ‑d /tmp/simplfifo ]

05      then

06           mkdir /tmp/simplfifo

07           chmod a+rw /tmp/simplfifo

08      fi

09      export FIFO_PATH=/tmp/simplfifo

10  fi

11  export PATH=$PATH:$SIMPL_HOME/bin:$SIMPL_HOME/scripts:.

12  

13  export PYTHONPATH=$PYTHONPATH:$SIMPL_HOME/modules

Listing 1: .profile block

Figure 1: First Raspberry Pi SIMPL application.
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To stop this module, you would simply type:

fcslay PIRECEIVER

With the receiver module in the background, 
you now have one half of the SIMPL applica-
tion running. Next, you need to create a Py-
thon sender script to complete the other half 
(Listing 4). Note that this Python code only 
uses three calls to the SIMPL API: name_at‑
tach() (line 15) embedded inside the follow-
ing statement:

receiver &
fcshow

Something like the following output should 
appear in your console window, indicating 
that the receiver has successfully attached 
its name, PIRECEIVER, to a communication 
channel:

Simpl Name                   Pid
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑  ‑‑‑‑‑
PIRECEIVER                   2119

01  /*

02  FILE:           receiver.c

03  

04  DESCRIPTION:This is a C simpl receiver.

05  

06  USAGE:          receiver

07  */

08  

09  // include required headers

10  #include <stdio.h>

11  #include <stdlib.h>

12  #include <simpl.h>

13  

14  // define possible message structures

15  typedef struct

16          {

17          int token;

18          int var1;

19          int var2;

20          int var3;

21          } MSG1;

22  

23  int main()

24  {

25  char *me = "PIRECEIVER";

26  char *sender;

27  char inmem[1024];

28  char outmem[1024];

29  int n;

30  MSG1 *in1;

31  MSG1 *out1;

32  int *token;

33  

34  // perform simpl name attach

35  if (name_attach(me, NULL) == ‑1)

36      {

37      printf("%s: cannot attach name‑%s\
n",me,whatsMyError());

38      exit(‑1);

39      }

40  

41  while (1)

42      {

Listing 2: receiver.c
43      // receive incoming messages

44      n = Receive(&sender, inmem, 1024);

45      if (n == ‑1)

46           {

47           printf("%s: Receive error‑%s\n", me, whatsMyError());

48           continue;

49           }

50  

51      // set a pointer to the value of the message token

52      token = (int *)inmem;

53  

54      // decide course of action based on the value of the token

55      switch (*token)

56            {

57            case 10:

58                 in1 = (MSG1 *)inmem;

59  /*

60                 printf("token=%dvar1=%d var2=%d var3=%d\n",

61                      in1‑>token,

62                      in1‑>var1,

63                      in1‑>var2,

64                      in1‑>var3);

65  */

66                 //reply to sender

67                 out1 = (MSG1 *)outmem;

68                 out1‑>token=10;

69                 out1‑>var1=in1‑>var1+in1‑>var2+in1‑>var3;

70                 Reply(sender, outmem, 1024);

71                 break;

72  

73            default:

74                 out1 = (MSG1 *)outmem;

75                 out1‑>token=99;

76  /*

77                 printf("%s:unknown token=%d\n",me,*token);

78  */

79                 Reply(sender, outmem, 1024);

80            }

81  

82      }

83  

84  return(0);

85  }
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You can continue to submit more sets of 
numbers by repeating the s command. When 
you are done, simply respond with a q at the 
prompt to quit.

This trivial example contains all the ele-
ments of a SIMPL message pass and, as such, 
can serve as a robust template for more so-
phisticated SIMPL applications.

SIMPL is a naturally queuing system. The 
SIMPL message is stored in a block of shared 
memory owned by the sender. As a result, 
multiple senders can easily communicate 
with a single receiver. You need to do noth-
ing to the code to manage message queuing. 
It all happens naturally. To illustrate this, try 
running more than one sender at the same 
time by changing the SIMPL name in the in-
vocation line:

python3 sender.py BOB2 PIRECEIVER
...

When you run the sender copies from sepa-
rate console windows, notice that the re-
ceiver always does the sequencing and gets 
the correct sum to the correct module. This is 
one of the benefits of synchronous determin-
istic messaging: natural queuing with first in, 
first out rules.

Now things get really interesting. On my 
Linode, hosted at icanprogram.ca, I have a 
copy of this receiver also running as PIRE‑
CEIVER. To instruct the sender to communi-
cate with this cloud-based module, I simply 
have to pre-run a couple of SIMPL Linux dae-
mon processes (the TCP/ IP surrogates) and 

nee = csimpl.Simpl(sName, 1024)

name_locate() (line 20), as in:

receiverId = nee.nameLocate(rName)

and Send() (line 50), as in:

retVal = nee.send(receiverId)

Encoding and decoding of the binary token-
ized message using the pack/unpack methods 
is almost as easy in Python as it was in C.

To run the sender module in this little 
SIMPL application, you simply run the 
sender portion as:

python3 sender.py BOB PIRECEIVER

Notice the two arguments, both SIMPL 
names. The first registers the sender with the 
SIMPL sandbox. The second specifies the 
name of the communication partner. If you 
run fcshow again from a separate console 
window, you should see the sender module 
named BOB also in the sandbox.

At the prompt, enter s followed by three 
comma-separated numbers, such as:

‑> s 5,6,7

which should result in the following output:

var = 5 6 7
token = 10
reply token=10 sum=18

01  SIMPL_DIR=$(SIMPL_HOME)

02  

03  SIMPL_INCL_DIR=$(SIMPL_DIR)/include

04  

05  CDFLAGS=‑c\

06          ‑Wall \

07          ‑I $(SIMPL_INCL_DIR)

08  

09  LDFLAGS=\

10          ‑L $(SIMPL_DIR)/lib\

11          ‑lsimpl

12  

13  #========================

14  # Default targets

15  #========================

16  all: receiver

17  

18  #========================

19  # Link

20  #========================

21  receiver: receiver.o

22          cc ‑o receiver receiver.o $(LDFLAGS)

23  

24  #========================

25  # Compiles

26  #========================

27  receiver.o : receiver.c

28          cc $(CDFLAGS) ‑o receiver.o receiver.c

29  

30  #========================

31  # cleanup

32  #========================

33  clean:

34          rm receiver

35          rm receiver.o

36  

37  #========================

38  # install

39  #========================

40  install: receiver

Listing 3: Makefile
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cation channel to the remote receiver. How-
ever, once the prompt appears, execution time 
is only marginally slower than for the case in 
which the entire app was hosted on a Rasp Pi.

In this exercise, I wrote sender.py and de-
ployed it in a local Raspberry Pi application.
Then, I redeployed the very same sender.py 
in a Raspberry Pi to a cloud application with-
out a single code change. It is impossible to 
overemphasize how powerful this is.

All of the networking/ surrogate magic 
happens behind the scenes with the name_lo‑
cate() line:

receiverId = nee.nameLocate(rName)

The protocolRouter daemon is responsible 
for managing the different surrogate proto-
cols supported by SIMPL. At the moment, 
there are two: TCP/ IP and RS232. To fully 
specify the composite name, you could have 
included the protocol, as in:

rerun the sender with a slightly different ar-
gument. The TCP/ IP surrogates are run as 
two processes in the background:

protocolRouter &
surrogateTcp &

To point the sender module at the Linode, I 
simply rerun it as:

python3 sender.py BOB U
   icanprogram.ca:PIRECEIVER

Notice that the only change made was to 
prepend icanprogram.ca to the SIMPL name 
of the receiver to create a composite SIMPL 
name, kind of like a SIMPL URL; the TCP/ IP 
surrogates looked after everything else. 

You will no doubt notice a time lag before 
the prompt appears in this latest run because 
of the latency associated with setting up the 
surrogates and the network socket communi-

01  """

02  sender.py: This is a python simpl text‑based sender.

03  Usage: python3 sender.py myName receiverName

04  """

05  

06  # import required modules

07  import sys

08  import csimpl

09  

10  # initialize necessary variables

11  sName = sys.argv[1]

12  rName = sys.argv[2]

13  

14  # create an instance of Simpl

15  nee = csimpl.Simpl(sName, 1024)

16  if (nee == ‑1):

17          print ("name attach error‑", whatsMyError())

18          sys.exit(‑1)

19  # name locate the receiver program

20  receiverId = nee.nameLocate(rName)

21  if receiverId == ‑1:

22      print ("name locate error‑",  nee.whatsMyError())

23      sys.exit(‑1)

24  

25  while True:

26      try:

27           line = input("‑> ")

28      except EOFError:

29           break

30      else:

31           if line[0] == '?':

32                 print("enter s n1,n2,n3 to get sum")

Listing 4: sender.py
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name_locate() returns the channel to this 
local receiver surrogate. All subsequent mes-
sage exchanges then simply proceed as if the 
destination process is local. The generic sur-
rogate pair looks after all the details associ-
ated with transmitting the messages across 
the network.

concLuSIon
Notice how, with a trivial example, I’ve been 
able to create a SIMPL application with a 
mixture of programming languages (C, Py-
thon) and run the same sender module 
against a local receiver and against a remote 
receiver in the cloud, without changing a line 
of Python code to do so. In fact, nothing 
whatsoever in the Python code is associated 
with any TCP/ IP networking. The SIMPL 
toolkit and its associated surrogates looked 
after all this for me.

This is the kind of power the SIMPL toolkit 
can bring to your Raspberry Pi projects.  ● ● ●

SIMPL_TCP:icanprogram.ca:PIRECEIVER

Because TCP/ IP is the most common proto-
col, it is set as the default and can be omitted 
from the composite name. Once the proto‑
colRouter determines which surrogate dae-
mon should handle the name_locate(), it 
simply exchanges a message instructing that 
surrogate daemon to open communication 
with the remote node.

This daemon first spawns a child process 
and then opens a TCP/ IP socket to the re-
mote node on predefined port 8001. The 
corresponding surrogate daemon on that 
node (my Linode in this example) is listen-
ing to port 8001, and when the socket 
opens, it spawns a surrogate child at that 
end. 

The end result of this exchange is that I 
have a receiver surrogate (child) sitting on 
the sender node and a sender surrogate 
(child) sitting on the receiver node. The 

33                 print("enter q to quit")

34           if line[0] == 's':

35                 ss=line.split()

36                 s=ss[1].split(",")

37                 val1=int(s[0])

38                 val2=int(s[1])

39                 val3=int(s[2])

40                 print("var=%d %d %d" %(val1, val2, val3))

41  

42  # compose the message you wish

43  # to send based on the value of

44  # the token

45                 inToken=10

46                 print ("token = %d" %inToken)

47                 nee.packMsg(nee.BIN, "iiii",inToken,val1,val2,val3)

48  

49  # send the message

50                 retVal = nee.send(receiverId)

51                 if retVal == ‑1:

52                      print ("send error‑",nee.whatsMyError())

53                      sys.exit(‑1)

54  

55  # unpack the reply message

56                 outToken, sum = nee.unpackMsg(nee.BIN, "ii")

57                 if outToken == 10:

58                      print ("reply token=%d sum=%d" %(outToken,sum) )

59                 else:

60                      print ("reply token=%d" %outToken )

61  

62           elif line[0] == "q":

63                break

64  

65  print("done")

Listing 4: sender.py (continued)

[1]  The SIMPL tclSurrogate pro-
tocol:  
http://  www.  icanprogram. 
 com/  simpl/  tclSurrogate.  html

[2]  QNX: http://  en.  wikipedia.  org/ 
 wiki/  QNX

[3]  SIMPL open source project: 
http://  www.  icanprogram. 
 com/  simpl

[4]  Lesser GPL:  
http://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/ 
 GNU_Lesser_General_Pub-
lic_License

[5]  The Python source headers 
are contained in the python-
dev package

[6]  Python-SIMPL for Raspberry 
Pi: http://  www.  icanprogram. 
 com/  simpl/  pythonraspibin. 
 self.  html

inFo

Bob Findlay is the facilitator for 
the SIMPL open source project. If 
you like the SIMPL toolkit, feel 
free to communicate with us on 
the SIMPL project mailing list [3].
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